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Abstract: In his June interview with Molly Laas, the molecular biologist and cancer researcher Waclaw Szybalski discussed his tenure at the McArdle Laboratory for Cancer Research. He discussed moving to the laboratory from Rutgers University, and some of his initial research questions. Szybalski also commented on his relationships with his colleagues and students at McArdle, and the climate for molecular biology at the University of Wisconsin in the 1960s. This interview was conducted for inclusion into the UW-Madison Oral History Program.
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00:00:00	Start of Interview/Interviewer’s Introduction.

00:00:19	Question: Who made the offer for Szybalski to work at McArdle? Answer: Szybalski [WS] worked with Michael Heidelberger at Rutgers University, who heard from his son Charles Heidelberger that McArdle was hiring. WS was not happy at Rutgers, as he had too few colleagues in molecular biology. [WS worked at Rutgers from 1955-59] WS thought that Heidelberger was a high school student when they first met. WS had visited Wisconsin in 1950 and knew that it was famous center for microbiology and was interested in the offer, particularly because six or seven people were to be hired to replace Joshua Lederberg. Howard Temin and Ghobind Khorana were part of this group, also Ernst Freese, Julius Adler, among others. Van Potter was doing most of the planning and hiring, along with Harold Rusch, who was a good organizer if not a great scientist, WS said. Szybalski also was impressed by the friendly atmosphere of UW. He had other offers from Yale and the University of Texas at Dallas, but did not want to move or to take on administrative duties.

00:05:12	Question: What did Szybalski know of McArdle's reputation before he arrived? Answer: He did not know much about McArdle because oncology and cancer research was not his field. He had worked on radiosensitization of tumors prior to this, and thought it was an ideal technique for treating cancer. When he first published on this Henry Kaplan, a radiologist at Stanford, asked Szybalski if he knew it was important, and WS said that he did, because that's the reason he worked on it. WS was also recruited to work on radiology at Stanford but he was not interested. Stanford organized a symposium for him to discuss his work, but he had already committed to McArdle.

00:07:28	Question: What was McArdle like when you first arrived? Answer: It was located on three floors on Charter St., and it was very primitive. WS was disappointed, but knew about the plans to build a new building and so could wait for getting the lab space he wanted. It was difficult for Temin, because he had a basement lab with water on the floor and rats. In the new building Temin and WS decided to occupy the fifth floor together because of their shared molecular biology orientation. Before the new building the lab facilities were very old fashioned, with no air conditioning, which was thought of as a luxury. WS introduced it because he worked with tissue cultures.

00:09:46	Question: what was it like to have WS, Henry Pitot, and Temin join McArdle all at the same time? Answer: WS met with a a group of the new molecular biologists at UW, organized initially by Khorana. The meetings were initially social ones as well as scientific. Later the meetings were one the eleventh floor of McArdle.

00:11:15	Question: These meetings were separate from the ones organized by McArdle scientists? Answer: There were people who from all over the university who were interested in molecular biology and DNA. They were called DNA meetings, and were continued for about a decade after Khorana got a Nobel Prize in 1968 and moved to MIT. The meetings still exist under different names.

00:12:13	Question: Where there any cultural differences arising from being a molecular biologist at McArdle, which was initially focused on biochemistry? Answer: At the time he and Temin came to McArdle there was not a genetic feeling. There were friendly arguments, as WS was sure that everything was genetic, and others felt that everything was biochemistry. WS held that biochemistry depends on genetics. WS said that they had a good model in bacteriophage lambda, which could carry genes with itself. Temin worked on this – he showed that the virus he worked on, rous sarcoma virus, could carry cancer genes. People in the cancer field did not appreciate genetics at the time, and so Temin was given a hard time. WS says that Temin was his closest collaborator. They visited each other's offices frequently, which went on until Temin won a Nobel Prize.

00:15:20	Question: So it was a question of carving out space for genetics at McArdle? Answer: Yes, and he and Temin were helped by Bill Dove, whom they met while Dove was a graduate student of Max Delbrück at Caltech. Delbrück said that Dove needed a job, and WS told Rusch that they should add him to the faculty. The seminar he gave on his work was very oriented toward genetics and McArdle colleagues were worried that he was not sufficiently oriented toward cancer. Dove began to work on cancer genes. WS says he is a deep thinker who is pleasant to associate with.

00:18:07	Question: WS also recruited Temin to McArdle? Answer: WS suggested to Rusch that he should hire Temin, but it was difficult because he was still a student. With each hire there was a discussion about whether the new professor would make a contribution to cancer research. Jim Miller and his wife, Gerry Mueller, Van Potter, others were very cancer oriented. WS had some doubts because he believed each cancer is a different disease. WS related getting cancer himself and taking Heidelberger's 5-fluorouracil drug, which cured him. WS worked on two other, similar drugs with Heidelbeger but they were too toxic to develop as treatments.

00:20:40	Question: What was Harold Rusch like, and what was he like as a director? Answer: Rusch was a talented organizer and a talent for talking with people. He was low pressure. He organized “striking groups” with WS, Heidelberger, and Temin, and they would meet on the eleventh floor. Having a meeting room on the eleventh floor of the building was WS's idea, he said, and Van Potter was able to get money to build it, which was an important place to propagate ideas.

00:22:57	Question: What were Jim and Betty Miller like? Answer: Jim was a professional, a very good chemist. Betty was a supportive chemist and wife as well as good with animals, like Marie and Pierre Curie. Whenever WS had a chemical problem he would talk with Jim, such as working with the chemistry of a antibiotic that alters DNA. When he was looking for final proof that mutagens were carcinogens WS helped him with figuring this out on a molecular level.

00:25:36	[No question] WS discussed one of his graduate students, Sister Veronica Mary. While WS was at Cold Spring Harbor there was always a nun, Sister Cecelia, who would participate in the lab, and as she was wonderful, he wanted a nun in his lab. Sister Veronica Mary stopped wearing the habit at some point.

00:27:15	Question: Was McArdle a good place to work for women? Answer: There was no discrimination. WS's wife worked with him until her health failed. WS wanted a marriage like Pierre and Marie Curie, so he married a scientist. [WS addressed Bette Sheehan, a McArdle administrator who sat in on the interview] WS said that women are a little better than men. Mentions his regard for his mother, a crystallographer. He wanted to marry a scientist because he was warned about talking about science at parties because the wives didn't like it; so why not marry a scientist, WS asked.

00:30:17	Question: Impressions of Van Potter? Answer: Van Potter was ahead of his time, and gave good lectures. He was missing genetics, WS said, but he did well under the circumstances. Potter became more philosophical before retirement and left bench work. Potter's experiments were very interesting but also different from what WS would do, as he was interested in things like the behavior of rats. Potter was one of the first hired by Rusch, and the last of the first group was Heidelberger.

00:33:58	Question: What was WS's impression of the fact that many of the early McArdle scientists were trained at Wisconsin? Answer:  Rusch did all the hiring, and hired the people he knew, and he only knew people from Wisconsin. Rusch had a friend in Congress, Rep. [Melvin R.] Laird, who helped obtain funding the building. WS relates the story of getting a congressional appropriation for McArdle, as well as ones for several other cancer institutes in the country, so it does not seem that Laird was only getting money for Wisconsin. The other institutes were known as the “Lairdettes.”

00:37:30	Question: As part of a “striking group” with Heidelberger and Temin, how did you decide what to work on? Answer: The collaboration worked really nicely. They would read a paper and discuss it. They read one by [Brian] McAuslan about the rabbit poxvirus, which carried an enzyme. At the same time, Temin was being attacked for suggesting that his virus converted RNA to DNA. WS relates the story of helping Temin prove his hypothesis that some viruses carry genetic information in the form of RNA, and of another collaboration about DNA strands. Notes that these were wonderful days in molecular biology, because of all of the activity in the field.

00:43:20	Question: What was Temin like personally? Answer: He was thin and not tall, and very progressive politically. He had an even temper, except for when he found out that David Baltimore might have beat him to the discovery of reverse transcriptase ck. Relates the story of asking WS for the letter that he wrote to Nature asking the editor to publish his and Baltimore's paper at the same time.

00:46:25	Question: What was Heidelberger like? Answer: He was excited, and was ambitious. He also worked very hard. Unfortunately when organic chemists work they smell their chemicals, and this gave him cancer of the sinuses, which killed him. He played the trumpet, and was interested in jazz. WS was not happy that he divorced his wife. They stayed in close touch after he left for California. He was an inventive chemist and he knew how to find people to help him with difficult problems, such as working with a chemist from Hoffman La Roche to develop 5-fluorouracil. Heidelberger moved to California because he wanted to start anew. He died a few years later.

00:49:28	[No Question] Rusch told him at the beginning that “nobody leaves McArdle,” though WS took over the lab of LaPage, the first person to leave the lab. Though people did leave; one was fired, an electron microcopist who was not very inventive. WS had to work on this. Mused on genetics maps, and his work with the student Barbara Chandler on taking an electron microscope image of DNA.

00:53:52	Question: What was students and postdocs' role in shaping your labs work? Answer: WS said he did experiments himself and then passed them to graduate students if they worked. Students were very excited because they believed they were working on something significant. He said his students were very committed. WS explained work on a universal restriction enzyme with Anna Podhajska.

00:56:18	Question: Which students are you most proud of? Answer: WS said all of them. His first student at McArdle was Ray Erickson, who was already at Wisconsin. He is now a professor at Harvard, and has cloned the first oncogene from Temin's virus. Bill Sommers did an MD/PhD program with him is now at Yale. Podhajska was also his student and was called the “first lady of Polish biotechnology” by Nature. She intended to modernize science in Poland and succeeded, building technology parks and wanted to build a new university before she died of a brain tumor. WS reminisced about driving to Gdansk with her illegally from Germany and going mushroom hunting with her.

01:02:13	End of Interview



	






